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But for the spiritual seeker the only development he seeks is the
development of the psychic and spiritual consciousness and that
too, only because it is necessary to reach and to serve the Divine,
not for its own sake. Whatever mental, vital, physical develop-
ment or use of faculties can be made part of the spiritual life
and an instrumentation for the Divine can be kept on condition
of surrender of them for transformation and restatement on the
spiritual basis. But they must not be kept for their own sake or
for the sake of the ego or considered as one’s own possession or
used for one’s own purpose but only for the sake of the Divine.

As for James’ statement1 it is of course true except in so far
as the politician can indulge in other things as hobbies for his
leisure hours, but if he wants to succeed as a politician he must
give his best energies to politics. Conversely if Shakespeare or
Newton had spent part of their energies in politics they would
not have been able to reach such heights in poetry and in science
or even if they had they would have done much less. The main
energies have to be concentrated on one thing; the others can
only be minor pursuits at leisure or for distraction or interests
rather than pursuits useful for keeping up a general culture.

*

All depends on the aim of the life. To one whose aim is to
discover and possess the highest spiritual truth and the divine
life, I do not think a University post can count for much, nor do
I see that there can be any practical connection between them. It
might be different if the aim were the life of a writer and thinker
on the intellectual level only without any higher flight or deeper
seeking. I do not see that your unwillingness to commit yourself
to this kind of work is due to any weakness. It is rather that only
a small part of your nature, and that not the deepest or strongest
part, would be satisfied with it or with the atmosphere in which
it would have to be done.

1 The correspondent wrote: “Prof. James even says [in Principles of Psychology] about
the ‘social me’ and other ‘me’s, that one has to suppress several of them in order to achieve
one or two main aims in life. A politician, in order to concentrate on politics alone, has
to let go his tendency for music or painting or social fame or family affections.” — Ed.


